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Abstract 
The complex nature of multicomponent aviation fuels presents a daunting task for accurately simulating 
combustion behavior without incurring impractical computational costs. To reduce computation time, chemical 
fuel surrogates comprised of only a few species are used to emulate the combustion of complex pre-vaporized 
fuels. These surrogates are often unable to match the vaporization behavior and physical properties of the real 
fuel and fail to capture the effect of preferential vaporization on combustion behavior. Therefore, a 
computationally efficient, hybrid droplet vaporization-chemical surrogate approach has been developed which 
emulates both the physical and chemical properties of a multicomponent kerosene fuel. The droplet 
vaporization/physical portion of the hybrid uses the Coupled Algebraic–Direct Quadrature Method of 
Moments with delumping to accurately solve for the evolution of every discrete species in a vaporizing fuel 
droplet with the computational efficiency of a continuous thermodynamic model. The chemical surrogate 
portion of the hybrid is linked to the vaporization model using a functional group matching method, which 
creates an instantaneous surrogate composition to match the distribution of chemical functional groups (CH2, 
(CH2)n, CH3 and Benzyl-type) in the vaporization flux of the full fuel. The result is a hybrid method which can 
accurately and efficiently predict time-dependent, distillation-resolved combustion property targets of the 
vaporizing fuel and can be used to investigate the effects of preferential vaporization on combustion behavior. 
Keywords 
Hybrid surrogate, Chemical functional group, Multicomponent droplet vaporization, Coupled Algebraic-Direct 
Quadrature Method of Moments, Delumping 
1. Introduction 
Computational efficiency is an important consideration when modeling spray combustion processes 
using computational fluid dynamics (CFD). Since hydrocarbon fuels are composed of hundreds of chemical 
species [1], [2], [3], [4], [5], [6], both the droplet vaporization and chemical kinetic models must be optimized for 
maximum accuracy with minimal computational expense [7]. A variety of surrogate development 
techniques [8], [9], [10], [11], [12], [13], [14], [15], [16], [17], [18], [19], [20] have been formulated which 
attempt to emulate the combustion behavior of a real fuel using only a small number of species. However, the 
complex nature of hydrocarbon fuels makes it difficult to successfully mimic both the physical properties and the 
chemical combustion kinetics of a real fuel using a single surrogate [7], [21], [22], [23], [24]. 
Existing methods to develop chemical surrogates for various pre-vaporized aviation fuels use optimization 
methods to calculate the surrogate composition in order to match combustion behaviors to those of a real 
fuel [8], [11], [15], [18], [19], [20]. Most recently, Won et al. extended previous combustion property target 
(CPT) matching methods to include four key CPTs: molecular weight (MW), hydrogen to carbon ratio (H/C), 
threshold sooting index (TSI) and derived cetane number (DCN) [19]. These CPTs have been demonstrated to be 
indicators of global combustion behavior [19]. By formulating surrogate compositions based on constrained 
CPTs, it was demonstrated that a strong correlation exists between the CPTs of a fuel and the distribution of 
chemical functional groups within the fuel [19]. Although these chemical surrogate methods have proven to be 
accurate and computationally attractive for pre-vaporized fuels, there remains a need for accurate modeling of 
fuel physical properties and further investigation into the effects of preferential vaporization on combustion 
behavior [21], [22], [23], [24]. The extent to which preferential vaporization can impact the evolution of key 
combustion properties of a fuel is an important unsolved problem [7], [23]. 
In order to account for the inability of chemical fuel surrogates to accurately model physical properties and 
vaporization behavior, a hybrid method was developed which pairs a physical surrogate to a separate chemical 
surrogate, to model vaporization and chemical kinetics, respectively [9], [10], [13], [16]. In order to link the 
physical and chemical surrogates, Krishnasamy et al. used a group chemistry representation method which 
grouped the physical surrogate species of each hydrocarbon class into a single representative chemical 
surrogate species [13]. The hybrid modeling concept improves the ability of surrogate methods to accurately 
emulate both the physical and chemical properties of a fuel. The challenge of these methods is accurately 
transitioning from the physical surrogate species to the chemical surrogate species within a CFD simulation. 
The novel surrogate method developed in this paper takes a hybrid approach with separate vaporization and 
chemical surrogate models. In lieu of creating a relatively large physical surrogate based on experimental 
distillation curves, as was done in [13], the droplet vaporization process is modeled using the previously 
developed Coupled Algebraic – Direct Quadrature Method of Moments (CA-DQMoM) with delumping 
approach [25] for a droplet of known chemical composition. CA-DQMoM uses a computationally efficient 
continuous thermodynamics method (CTM) to accurately model multicomponent droplet vaporization with 
finite rates of liquid diffusion [25], and the subsequent delumping step [26] reconstructs information on each 
discrete fuel species at negligible computational cost. The new hybrid method links the physical vaporization 
model to the chemical surrogate composition by matching the distribution of key combustion functional groups 
identified by Won et al. [19]. The linking uses algebraic equations to compute the composition of the gaseous 
chemical surrogate at every time step from the results of the CA-DQMoM with delumping vaporization model. 
The overall approach is summarized in Fig. 1. 
 
Fig. 1. Summary of the hybrid droplet vaporization – adaptive surrogate method using CA-DQMoM with delumping and 
FGM. 
 
The first novelty of the method presented here is the use of CA-DQMoM with delumping as the physical portion 
of the hybrid model. Unlike a physical surrogate [10], [13], the computational efficiency of CA-DQMoM is not 
constrained by the number of discrete fuel components required to accurately model the physical properties of 
the fuel [25]. A second novelty of the paper is the development of the functional group matching (FGM) 
approach for linking the physical droplet vaporization model to the chemical surrogate to emulate the time-
dependent combustion behavior of the vaporizing fuel. The method is advantageous because instead of 
matching hydrocarbon classes, it matches the distribution of chemical functional groups which have been 
proven to be important indicators of combustion behavior [19]. The resulting computationally efficient hybrid 
method accurately models the time-dependent CPTs for a vaporizing multicomponent fuel droplet. 
2. Physical model for droplet vaporization 
2.1. Discrete component model (DCM) 
The discrete component model (DCM) previously developed in [25] on a molar basis is the “exact” method used 
to validate the multicomponent droplet vaporization model for a kerosene fuel with known chemical 
composition. Differential and algebraic equations are solved for every discrete species within the droplet, 
making it accurate but computationally expensive [25]. The DCM accounts for finite rates of heat and mass 
transfer within the liquid droplet using quasi-steady temperature [2], [27] and species mole 
fraction [28] profiles. Assuming the mixtures are ideal, vapor-liquid equilibrium at the droplet surface is 
established by Raoult's law, as is commonly done in droplet vaporization 
models [2], [28], [29], [30], [31], [32], [33], [34]. The validity of the ideal mixture assumption was recently 
demonstrated for aviation fuels at low pressure [6]. The thermo-physical properties of each 
discrete hydrocarbon species are obtained from the appendix of [1] and DCM blending rules [2] are used to 
calculate the mixture properties. The model equations are the same as those previously defined in [25] and are 
therefore not provided in this paper. 
2.2. CA-DQMoM with node approximation and delumping 
The CA-DQMoM with delumping method developed in [25] is applied to the quasi-steady DCM framework to 
compute the evolution of every discrete species within the vaporizing multi-component droplet at a fraction of 
the computational time of the DCM. Quadrature moment methods [2], [26], [29], [30], [31], [35], [36] are a type 
of CTM which characterize the multicomponent mixture as a continuous function of a distribution variable, in 
this case normal boiling temperature, without assuming any functional form. DQMoM solves directly for the 
nodes (boiling temperatures) and weights (mole fractions) of an evolving equivalent distribution [36]. CA-
DQMoM is unique in that it solves for two liquid mole fraction distributions to account for liquid diffusion within 
the droplet using a homogeneous DQMoM [36] approach coupled to algebraic moment equations [25]. The 
node approximation method [25] further improves computational efficiency by using the same set of nodes to 
characterize both distributions, for conditions where the far-field gas composition is either air or a percentage of 
stoichiometric fuel. A traditional limitation of CTMs is that they are unable to provide information on discrete 
species and only compute the evolution of the mixture as a whole. However, the subsequent delumping 
method, developed in [26], allows for the calculation of the evolution of each discrete species using numerical 
integration by linearizing the governing equation using the results of CA-DQMoM [25]. Both CA-DQMoM and 
delumping have been previously demonstrated to be accurate and computationally efficient for modeling 
multicomponent droplet vaporization [25]. 
The thermo-physical properties for the CA-DQMoM model are calculated from correlations for iso-alkanes in the 
appendix of [1] and CTM blending rules [2] are used to calculate the mixture properties. Although it is possible 
to employ separate distributions and property correlations for each chemical family, Laurent has shown that 
when normal boiling temperature is chosen as the distribution variable, the use of iso-alkane correlations for all 
components of kerosene is acceptable [2]. Since the DCM is calculated from discrete species properties for 
several families, the accuracy of this assumption is evaluated by the results of this paper. Because the CA-
DQMoM and delumping model assumptions and equations are the same as those previously defined in [25], 
they are not provided in this paper. 
2.3. Droplet vaporization model output 
The output of both the DCM and CA-DQMoM with delumping models is the instantaneous vapor molar flow 
rate of every discrete species, ?̇?𝑛𝑖𝑖, from the droplet. Without a subsequent surrogate method, the species vapor 
molar flow rates would serve as the CFD source terms for the n discrete species entering the gas-phase. 
3. Chemical surrogate 
The novel chemical surrogate functional group matching (FGM) method is a simple algebraic system of 
equations which calculates the chemical surrogate source terms for the gas phase solver in a CFD simulation 
based on the output of the delumped CA-DQMoM droplet vaporization model developed in Section 2. The 
determination of the surrogate composition does not require optimization calculations, as has been done in 
formulating previous chemical surrogates, making it a computationally efficient method for solving a 
vaporization-dependent surrogate composition on the fly. Because the input to the FGM, n˙i, includes every 
discrete species of the fuel, it enables very accurate emulation of a complex multicomponent fuel in the gas 
phase by the chemical surrogate. The molar flow rates of the FGM chemical surrogate species are calculated by 
matching the distribution of functional groups to those of the full delumped fuel. The chemical functional groups 
correlated with combustion behavior were given by Won et al. as CH2, (CH2)n, CH3, CH, C, and Benzyl-type [19]. 
3.1. Selection of chemical surrogate species 
The chemical surrogate components were selected based on species which are commonly used [13], [19] to 
ensure that chemical kinetic mechanisms are available for each surrogate species. Four components were 
selected: a lightweight n-alkane (n-heptane), a heavy n-alkane (n-hexadecane), an iso-alkane (iso-dodecane), 
and an aromatic (135 TMB). The two n-alkanes are needed to match the MW of the fuel, which will be discussed 
in the next section. The surrogate components and their functional group compositions are listed in Table 1. 
Table 1. Chemical surrogate components and their functional groups. 
Class Species Index, Sj Formula CH2 (CH2)n CH3 CH C Benzyl 
n-alkane n-heptane S1 C7H16 0 5 2 0 0 0 
n-alkane n-hexadecane S2 C16H34 0 14 2 0 0 0 
iso-alkane iso-dodecane S3 C12H26 2 0 7 1 2 0 
aromatic 1,3,5-trimethylbenzene S4 C9H12 0 0 3 0 0 1 
 
3.2. Functional group matching (FGM) method 
From the output of the droplet vaporization model, the discrete species vapor molar flow rate, ?̇?𝑛𝑖𝑖, is used to 
calculate the molar flow rate of each functional group entering the gas phase: 
(1) ?̇?𝑛𝑘𝑘𝐹𝐹 = � ?̇?𝑛𝑖𝑖𝐺𝐺𝑘𝑘𝑖𝑖
𝑛𝑛
𝑖𝑖=1  
where k is the index of the functional group, the superscript F denotes for the total fuel, and G is the number of 
moles of the functional group per mole of the species. For example, 𝐺𝐺𝑘𝑘=CH3
𝑖𝑖 represents the moles of functional 
group CH3 per mole of discrete component i and ?̇?𝑛𝑘𝑘=CH3
𝐹𝐹 represents the total molar flow rate of functional group 
CH3 calculated from the full delumped fuel. The functional groups CH2, (CH2)n, CH3 and Benzyl-type were 
selected for matching based on a previous sensitivity analysis [19]. In addition to the four key functional groups, 
the MW is used as a matching parameter. The molar flow rates of each chemical surrogate component, ?̇?𝑛𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆, are 












































































where ?̇?𝑛𝑆𝑆1 is the vapor molar flow rate of surrogate component S1 (n-heptane). The first row of Eq. (2) is a 1:1 
matching of the molar flow rate of the benzyl-type functional group of the full delumped fuel to the aromatic 
surrogate. The second row of Eq. (2) matches the molar flow rate sum of the CH2 and (CH2)n functional groups 
from the real fuel to that of the surrogate. The third row of Eq. (2) similarly matches the CH3 functional groups. 
The importance of using two n-alkanes, one light and one heavy, can be seen in the matching of the MW in the 
fourth row of Eq. (2). It should be noted that the two n-alkane surrogate species should be selected such that 
the fourth row of Eq. (2) can be satisfied during the majority of the vaporization process. If the S1 surrogate 
species is too heavy to satisfy the MW matching equation during early vaporization times where the fuel going 
into the gas phase is very light, a non-physical solution to the system of equations will occur, causing negative 
values of ?̇?𝑛𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆 for the surrogate. A similar non-physical solution will result if the S2 surrogate species is too light 
to satisfy the equation during late vaporization times. In cases where the MW constraint cannot be satisfied, the 
solution can be modified by adjusting the solution according to the conditions 
(3)�
𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖?̇?𝑛𝑆𝑆1 < 0,𝑛𝑛𝑆𝑆1 = 0
 
𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖?̇?𝑛𝑆𝑆2 < 0,𝑛𝑛𝑆𝑆2 = 0
 
with the remaining ?̇?𝑛𝑆𝑆 recalculated from rows 1, 2, and 3 of Eq. (2). 
3.3. Calculation of combustion property targets 
The hybrid method is validated by comparing the calculated CPTs of the chemical surrogate to those calculated 
for the real fuel from the DCM. The MW and H/C ratio are calculated using linear blending rules based on 
the mole fractions of each species. DCN is calculated using the functional group regression developed in [19]. 
Because insufficient data currently exists for the TSI of pure cycloalkane components, it is not possible to 
calculate the TSI of the full delumped fuel. Therefore, accuracy of the TSI for the chemical surrogate is evaluated 
using comparison to typical ranges of TSI in kerosene fuels. The TSI of the surrogate is calculated using linear 
blending rules for pure components [37], [38], [39], [40] . 
4. Results and discussion 
For the simulations in this section, the CA-DQMoM with node approximation and delumping model for droplet 
vaporization was paired with the new surrogate FGM method in order to calculate the time dependent CPTs as 
the droplet vaporized. The results of the hybrid model demonstrate its effectiveness as a method for evaluating 
the effects of preferential vaporization on combustion behavior, a current unsolved problem in combustion 
simulations [23], [24]. Additionally, because the hybrid method uses a continuous thermodynamics droplet 
vaporization model instead of a physical surrogate, the computational efficiency of the physical portion of the 
model is not limited by the number of components required to accurately model physical properties of the fuel. 
For the results presented here, the combined CA-DQMoM and FGM methods will be referred to as the “hybrid” 
method. This hybrid method was validated against the “exact” method which models droplet vaporization using 
the full DCM and computes the gas-phase CPTs from the full discrete fuel. 
4.1. Kerosene droplet 
The test conditions for the vaporization models were a 50 μm droplet of kerosene (n = 36 species) at 300 K 
exposed to gas at 500 K and 5 bar [30]. The far-field gas composition was assumed to be 100% air throughout 
the simulation. The initial mole fractions and normal boiling temperatures were obtained from [2] for the 36 
discrete species in kerosene comprised of n-alkanes, iso-alkanes, benzenes, and cycloalkanes. For all CA-
DQMoM node approximation results shown below, N = 3 nodes were used. For all figures in this section, the 
final time shown corresponds to the time at which 99.7% of the droplet has vaporized, by volume. 
The accuracy of the CA-DQMoM vaporization model has been previously verified [25]. Figures 2 and 3 shows the 
evolution of two physical fuel properties with time, the mean boiling temperature and liquid density of the 
droplet, calculated using CA-DQMoM with delumping and the full DCM. The accuracy with which CA-DQMoM 
with delumping calculates the physical properties of the fuel throughout the vaporization process demonstrates 
the advantages of using this computationally efficient moment method for the physical portion of the hybrid 
model. Surrogates which are designed to match only chemical combustion properties are often unable to 
emulate the density of the real fuel because cycloalkanes are omitted from the surrogate composition [19], 
further emphasizing the advantage of using hybrid models to accurately model physical properties. 
 
Fig. 2. Evolution of mean boiling temperature of the liquid droplet during the vaporization process, calculated using CA-
DQMoM with node approximation and delumping, compared to the full DCM. 
 
 
Fig. 3. Evolution of density of the liquid droplet during the vaporization process, calculated using CA-DQMoM with node 
approximation and delumping, compared to the full DCM. 
 
The hybrid method utilizes FGM on the output of the CA-DQMoM with delumping model to successfully 
formulate a time-dependent chemical surrogate composition that matches the functional group distribution of 
the full fuel throughout the droplet vaporization process. Figure 4 shows the surrogate composition evolution 
calculated using the hybrid method. At the final time, the mole fraction of the light alkane (n-heptane) has gone 
to zero invoking the conditions of Eq. (3) since MW can no longer be matched exactly. Figure 5 shows the 
instantaneous mole fraction evolution for each functional group with time. The agreement of functional group 
distribution is excellent between the chemical surrogate (hybrid) and the full fuel (exact) throughout the droplet 
vaporization process. These functional groups were determined to have the most significant impact on 
CPTs [19] and matching chemical functional groups is highly correlated to matching combustion behavior [7]. 
 
Fig. 4. Composition of the surrogate entering the gas phase vs. time. 
 
 
Fig. 5. Functional group composition of the gas phase source term over time calculated using the hybrid and exact methods. 
 
The hybrid method also demonstrated excellent agreement with the exact method for calculation of transient, 
vaporization-dependent combustion properties. Figure 6 depicts the instantaneous CPTs of the fuel as it enters 
the gas phase calculated using the hybrid and exact methods. The horizontal lines in Fig. 6 show the properties 
of the pre-vaporized kerosene fuel for reference (it should be noted that the exact and hybrid graph lines do not 
approach the pre-vaporized line since the CPTs are calculated on an instantaneous basis for the fuel entering the 
gas phase). As expected, matching of the functional group distribution (Fig. 5) leads to accurate matching of 
CPTs (Fig. 6), despite the added complexity of vaporization-dependence. The results presented here are 
consistent with previous studies which have observed large variations in CPTs due to preferential vaporization 
and distillation effects [19], [23]. 
 
Fig. 6. Vaporization dependent CPTs of the instantaneous gas phase source term over time calculated using the hybrid and 
exact methods. 
 
The TSI for the instantaneous chemical surrogate composition, calculated using the hybrid method, is shown 
in Fig. 7. As previously mentioned, TSI cannot be fully verified by the exact method due to lack of pure 
component data for cycloalkanes. However, there is promise in the ability of the hybrid method to predict 
sooting characteristics since the TSI values for the kerosene chemical surrogate in Fig. 7 demonstrate 
consistency with typical TSI ranges of 15–26 for kerosene fuels [11]. The TSI drops below the typical ranges for 
kerosene at the later times, by which most aromatics have vaporized (see Fig. 4), demonstrating a potential 
effect of vaporization on sooting tendency. 
 
Fig. 7. Vaporization dependent TSI of the instantaneous gas phase source term over time calculated using the hybrid 
method. 
 
The overall accuracy of the hybrid method in emulating the CPTs of the full fuel is excellent. As shown in Fig. 8, 
the relative error between the hybrid and exact methods remained below 5% for all CPTs. The minimal error 
demonstrates the robustness of the hybrid method to represent time-dependent combustion behavior due to 
vaporization effects. 
 
Fig. 8. Relative error for the vaporization dependent CPTs calculated using the hybrid method compared to the exact 
method. 
 
As previously demonstrated [25], CA-DQMoM is a very computationally efficient method for solving 
multicomponent droplet vaporization relative to DCMs. Calculation of the chemical surrogate composition using 
FGM requires negligible computation time since the method only requires the solution of four algebraic 
equations, making it very computationally attractive. The hybrid approach using CA-DQMoM with node 
approximation and delumping combined with FGM achieves a computational savings of 77% compared to a full 
DCM for a droplet of 36 species. For a droplet with more than 36 species, even greater computational savings 
would be expected [25]. 
5. Conclusions 
A computationally efficient, droplet vaporization-chemical surrogate hybrid approach has been developed for 
application in combustion CFD simulations to account for vaporization-dependent combustion behavior. The 
physical portion of the hybrid approach uses the Coupled Algebraic-Direct Quadrature Method of Moments (CA-
DQMoM) with node approximation to solve for the evolution of a vaporizing multicomponent liquid fuel droplet. 
A delumping method is applied to reconstruct the information on all discrete fuel species, including the 
species molar flow rates into the gas phase. The output of the physical vaporization model is linked to the 
chemical surrogate through a novel functional group matching (FGM) method. The approach calculates the 
instantaneous molar flow rate of each surrogate species by matching the molecular weight and the distribution 
of key combustion functional groups (CH2, (CH2)n, CH3 and benzyl-type) within the surrogate to that of the full 
fuel. 
The hybrid approach was validated by comparing the time-dependent CPTs (MW, H/C ratio, and DCN) and the 
functional group distribution of the surrogate to those calculated using an exact method. The exact method 
employed a DCM for droplet vaporization and calculated CPTs based on all discrete fuel species. The hybrid 
approach showed excellent agreement with the exact method and the relative error for all CPTs was below 5% 
throughout the droplet vaporization process. The use of CA-DQMoM with delumping for the physical portion of 
the hybrid approach resulted in a 77% savings in computation time compared to the DCM of the exact method. 
The computation time for FGM was negligible, making it an attractive method for vaporization-dependent 
surrogate formulation. The hybrid approach presented in this paper is an important step towards understanding 
the effects of preferential vaporization on combustion behavior. Future work will focus on applying the hybrid 
method to other types of fuel and extending the vaporization model to conditions with non-ideal vapor-liquid 
equilibrium using the Peng–Robinson equation of state and new property correlations for those conditions. 
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